EDITORIAL
We Want To Thank Everyone

Dear Readers,
Syncmag Turns 1!

The 1st Anniversary Issue of
Syncmag marks with the successful transition as we are
expanding our circulation to Malaysia from now and the
magazine has solidified its position as a constant source of
entertainment among South Asain Community of Canada a
good time to reflect as well as look forward.

There Are So Many Emotions

when you
come upon big milestones. Excitement, accomplishment,
gratitude, maybe even disbelief. It seems as one year has
passed in the blink of eye. Syncmag go through several
stages of development during this period from launching as
a weekly mag to now taking goal as a monthly mag making
the bond between us even stronger than from the day it
was first published.

who makes
Syncmag what it is! Our contributors, our advertisers and
obviously our readers who ma
ke the entire process worth it.

When Planning Our Anniversary Issue
we chose to celebrate in the most stylish way possible by
focusing on fashion, life style and entertainment. A pack full
of bliss! Along with we love to celebrate Valentine Day with
you thus incorporated Valentine’s Special.

We Created Syncmag

to strengthen the ties
between South Asian Community worldwide and what we
have received in turn has been much more. From the
bottom of our hearts, thank you. We hope that you enjoy
our anniversary issue as much as we enjoyed creating it for
you. Because don’t forget you’re the reason Syncmag is
here!

Syncmag Team
We have approached the One Year

we tell. We hope this issue thrills you…

A new year is upon us, and who knows
what lies ahead? You can plan. You
can speculate, but the future is
unpredictable. Whether your 2013
had its fair share of laughs, mishaps or
regrets; start 2014 fresh. Syncmag is
breaking out of the shell and crossing
into the New Year with a refreshed
sense of determination, discovery,
discipline and moxie. “Cultural influencers” like us nudge
community forward in its progress. Syncmag combines
influence with talent, as the driving force to provide all that you
need to know on one platform…..
Welcome to 2014.

Editor in Chief
Naseer Mehdi Khan

Managing Editor
Sadia Sajid

Anniversary of Syncmag. We are
grateful to our readers for their
continued support and enthusiasm
and to our newest readers from across
the globe that has become part of
Syncmag community stretching all the
way to Malaysia and Dubai. We are very proud of this magazine,
honored by your participation and jazzed about what lies
ahead. Let us remember as we begin a new year that it is a
childlike sense of wonder that allows us to imagine the stories
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Tete-A-Tete
Charter Supporters Want Some
Modifications

Montreal-Based,Vancouver-Raised
Jennifer Gasoi Wins First Grammy
Award
LOS ANGELES, Calif. - When
Canadian Jennifer Gasoi was
announced as a winner during the
56th Grammy Awards pre-telecast
Sunday, a cheering section in the
subdued Nokia Theater whooped and
applauded.It's notable only because
the afternoon ceremony — at which
72 awards were handed out ahead of
the splashier evening ceremony —
tends to be a rather muted affair, but the response
delighted Gasoi."My parents and my sister are here, (but
also) a whole bunch of friends I've met through the
Grammy process were there," beamed Gasoi backstage.
"A lot of people really loved the album and really wanted to
support me so it was pretty cool to hear the cheers. ... I've
been making a lot of connections and trying to connect with
great musicians in L.A. and all over the world."That's one of
my goals.""Oh my God. I've dreamt of this day for 20 years.
It's on my vision board," Gasoi said. "I'm officially the fist
Canadian to ever win a Grammy for best children's album."

Mukhtaran Mai's Story Inspires
New York Opera
NEW YORK: To those who complain that opera is
an elitist indulgence served up to snobs in dinner
jackets, New York's latest world premiere may

come as something of a shock.Inspired by the
horrific gang rape of illiterate Pakistani woman
Mukhtaran Mai on orders of a village council,
“Thumbprint” is a $150,000 production currently
having an eight-night run in a basement theater in
Manhattan.One of the most infamous sex crimes
against women in South Asia, Mai's 2002 rape,
survival and metamorphosis into an international
rights icon is as far removed from opera-house
pomp as possible.It may have earned a less-thanglowing review from The New York Times
“muted,” “not quite enough” but the score is an
alluring blend of South Asian and Western music,
and the production starkly innovative.

A Splash Of Colour In Islamabad’s Fashion Scene
KARACHI: After the success of Berger Colour Vogue Fashion Show in Lahore, the
paints giant has once again collaborated with both renowned and emerging
designers from across the country to put together a diverse fashion show for
Islooites.The event showcased collections from seven designers, including homegrown talent Sobia Nazir, and featured musical performances by Sanam Marvi and
actor Sana, which offered much-needed entertainment on the glamorous occasion.
The make-up and hair for the fashion show was done by Bia’s salon in Islamabad,
while the event was choreographed by Rezz Aly Shah.The show was hosted by
model Natasha Hussain. “I used to call Islamabad ‘the sleeping beauty’. As a city it’s
so beautiful, but the people were sleeping. It’s exciting and overwhelming to see
that the city has finally woken up to the fashion scene,” she said. While the line-up of
designers was quite exciting, the event began fashionably late and the guests had
to wait for quite some time before they could completely indulge themselves into
designers’ creations.
www.syncmag.ca
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Rahul Gandhi Set To Be Announced
As PM Candidate

In-Sync
US Suspends 34 Nuclear Missile
Officers Over Exam Cheating

NEW DELHI: India's ruling Congress party is expected to
name the unproven 43-year-old Rahul Gandhi as its prime
ministerial candidate on Friday as it turns
once again to the country's top political
dynasty to revive its fortunes. The NehruGandhi family have dominated India's
post-independence history and Rahul's
mother Sonia, current party president, is
credited with engineering a surprise
victory in 2004.But after two terms in
power and with Prime Minister Manmohan Singh retiring,
Congress is widely forecast to promote Rahul in the hope
that he can help avoid a looming defeat for the party in
national elections due by May. The elevation would cement
Rahul's faltering rise to the top of the party, answering
questions about his appetite for power but still leaving
doubts about his ability and instincts .Asked whether the
decision would be announced at a meeting of top Congress
leaders in New Delhi on Friday, Information Minister Manish
Tewari declined to answer but gave his backing to Rahul.“
Sentiments (of support for Rahul) have been expressed and
I am sure, as our party president has already indicated, a
decision would be taken at the right time,” Tewari told AFP.
But analysts and media reports see the party as readying an
announcement on Rahul.

WASHINGTON: The US
military has suspended 34
officers in charge of launching
nuclear missiles for cheating
on a proficiency test, Air Force
leaders said Wednesday. The
scandal at Maelstrom Air
Force Base in Montana
marked the latest in a series of
damaging revelations dogging the country's nuclear
force, including a separate probe into illegal drugs that
came to light last week.“There was cheating that took
place with respect to this particular test,” Air Force
Secretary Deborah Lee James told a news
conference.“Some officers did it. Others apparently
knew about it, and it appears that they did nothing, or
at least not enough, to stop it or to report it.” She called
the cheating “absolutely unacceptable behaviour” but
insisted that the nuclear weapons had been safe all
along.“And very importantly, I want you to know that
this was a failure of some of our airmen. It was not a
failure of the nuclear mission,” said James.

Rob Ford Fights Back As Kathleen
Wynne Refuses To Meet

Charter Supporters Want
Some Modifications

The divide between Rob Ford and Kathleen
Wynne is growing, as the Ontario premier
continues to refuse to meet face-to-face with
Toronto's mayor to discuss relief money to pay
for damage from last month's ice storm.
Wynne made it clear Wednesday she would
only meet with Deputy Mayor Norm Kelly, who
assumed many of Ford's duties when council voted last fall to strip
the mayor of his powers in the wake of a drug-use scandal. "This
isn't about a political grudge," said Wynne. "I have been consistent
in my approach, which is to meet with the deputy mayor who has
the responsibility to be the leader at Toronto city council and that's
what I will continue to do," she said. But Ford is fighting back,
circulating a briefing note Wednesday that argues he remains the
head of council and the city's chief executive officer under the City
of Toronto Act."The City of Toronto Act assigns this role to the
person elected to the office of mayor," reads the briefing note.
"Council cannot take it away."

Most of the speakers appearing
before the parliamentary
hearings on the Charter of Values
Wednesday were in favour of the
proposed legislation, except
many want it modified in some
fashion. Michelle Blanc, a
signatory of Les Janette letter, is
one person who thinks the Charter would not do enough
to eliminate religion from public life in Quebec. She
supports the Charter because she fells religions are
responsible for many of the world's problems, including
war and discrimination."I don't see why religions don't
pay taxes, I don't see why religious people don't pay
taxes," said Blanc, adding that she feels religions have
historically demeaned homosexuals, transsexuals and
women.Like many people who wrote in for the first online
request for comments, Blanc feels the crucifix should
also be removed from the National Assembly.

www.syncmag.ca
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Celebes That Graced Syncmag Covers In Its 1st Year.
Take The Sneak Peek Into Our Previous Issues.
Issue 17, May 2013

Imran Khan
A name, a recognition, an achievement, an honor, a legendary
cricketer and a revolutionary leader. A fanatical icon, whatever
he touches turn to gold. A leader who threw new soul in the
youth of his nation. Indeed a personality that is incredibly
thrilling, inspiring and unwavering. Imran Khan is also the
owner of Pakistan’s largest Cancer Hospital.

Issue 28, Sep 2013

Shreya Ghoshal
A golden voice, the mesmerizing singer Shreya Goshal is
among the few contemporary singers who made music an
emotional experience. With four national awards for best female
playback singing already in her kitty, Shreya Ghoshal has come
a long way. From Bairi Piya bada bedardi to hip-shaking songs in
Om Shanti Om to sultry numbers in Jism, this Bengali girl nextdoor has the versatility that ranges from the raunchy to romance.

Issue 12, Apr 2013

Nosheen Amir
Nosheen Amir is a dedicating Pakistani young and most
successful entrepreneur. She got famous in the man’s world of
socialism and professionalism in very short period of time. She
proves her more elegant and promising entrepreneur coping
with the today’s women needs of fashion and emerging as a
successful and innovative jewelry designer in Pakistan. The
vivacious designer Nousheen Aamir engaged in designing
stagger jewelry master pieces under the label of her own
“ENZZ DESIGNER JEWLLERY”.

www.syncmag.ca
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Issue 24, July 2013
Issue 21, June 2013

Almas Jiwani
Almas Jiwani, President of UN Women Canada National
Committee and CEO of Frontier Canada Inc, is a
fiercely vocal and internationally renowned champion
for gender equality and women’s social, economic,
and political empowerment. She has gained
international recognition and commendations from
governments and the media and has been honored
with numerous awards globally for her work on gender
equity and women’s empowerment.

Janie Liang
A presence in Hair & Make up for 20years, Janie is the
name behind Janie Liang Beauty Salon in Dubai.
Janie’s aspiration has been her beauty Guru cum mom
Daniella Liang. A teacher and mentor, Daniella has
guided and groomed Janie to tap into her potential and
appreciate her love of her craft.

Issue 33, Nov 2013

Suhaila Niazi
Suhaila Khan Niazi is the Montreal born fashionista, a retail
therapist and a designer herself. She is the face behind the
successful clothing brand “Al-Shakour”.

Issue 14, Apr 2013

Bilzz And Kashif
Internationally known artists, The Bilz & Kashif from Montreal
made their debut in the Canadian music industry in 2006 with
their international hit singles, ”2 Step Bhangra” and ”O Meri
Rani – Spanish Fly”. They have truly established themselves
on the Urban Desi scene as a group with style, smooth voices
and a unique vibe
www.syncmag.ca
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Issue 7, Feb 2013
Issue 15, Apr 2013

Sonia Masnad
Sonia Masand is born and raised in Montreal. From a
young age, she has been committed to social
involvement beginning with volunteer work in her
community temple: Hindu Mission. Over the course of
several years, she has devoted time to volunteer
projects both within the South Asian community and the
greater Montreal context with volunteer work at the St.
Mary's Hospital and Peter Hall. Sonia's most recent
projects include assistant director to SynesthASIA: a
Montreal based organization which seeks to employ
fashion as a means to alleviate poverty in Asia.

Raoul Juneja
Canada's foremost and a well known personality in the
fields of music, film, and television, over the past ten
years, Raoul is to be recognized as part of Toronto
promoter Fred E. Fame's "Great Canadian Hip-Hop
Trading Card Collection". Known as the closest thing to
a Canadian "Hip-Hop Hall of Fame", the collection has
already received the support of the likes of KRS-One
among other American hip-hop legends.

Issue 11, Apr 2013

Adnan Sami
Adnan Sami Khan , is a British-born singer, musician, pianist,
actor and composer of Pakistan origin with a command on
Indian and Western Classical/ Semi-Classical notes, Jazz,
Rock & Pop music. Adnan Sami doesn't sing; he lives a song.
Such joyful exuberance in every rendition can only come from
a virtuous love for music.

Issue 29, Oct 2013

Prita Chhabra
Canadian in appearance, Indian in origin, Universal in appeal,
Prita Chabbra is a multi-talented artist. For her music is her
passion and social work is her life! From being the first South
Asian Recording Artist to perform the American and Bilingual
Canadian anthems for the NHL and NBA and the Winner of “Best
World Music” at the 2012 Toronto Independent Music Awards,
Prita has been a revelation in a short span since her entry!
www.syncmag.ca
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History's
Romantics
From poets and presidents to kings and courtesans, history is filled with great romances and timeless love
stories. This Valentine's Day, discover some of history's most famous tales of love and loss. From historic figures
like Romeo and Juliet, whose name has become synonymous with romance, to India's Shah Jahan, who built
one of the world's most magnificent buildings to honor his wife, to modern love affairs like that of Elizabeth Taylor
and King Edward VIII, history's romantics have long had a place in the popular imagination.

2. Layla and Majnun

1. Romeo and Juliet

A leading medieval poet of Iran, Nizami
of Ganje is known especially for
hisromantic poem Layla and Majnun
Inspired by an Arab legend, Layla and
Majnun is a tragic tale about
unattainable love. It had been told and
retold for centuries, and depicted in
manuscripts and other media such as
ceramics for nearly as long as the poem
has been penned. Layla and Qays fall in
This is probably the most famous lovers
ever. This couple has become a synonym
for love itself. Romeo and Juliet is a
tragedy by William Shakespeare. Their
love story is very tragic. The tale of two
teenagers from two feuding families
who fall in love at first sight and then
marry, become true lovers and then risk
it all for their love. To take your own life
for your husband or wife is definitely a
sign of true love. Their "untimely
deaths" ultimately unite their feuding
households.
The Italian city of Verona, where
”Shakespeare's
lovers Romeo and Juliet
lived, receives about 1,000 letters
addressed to Juliet every Valentine's Day.

”

www.syncmag.ca
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becomes known as Majnun (madman).
There he befriends an elderly Bedouin
who promises to win him Layla’s hand
through warfare. Layla’s tribe is
defeated, but her father continues to
refuse her marriage to Majnun because
of his mad behavior, and she is married
to another. After the death of Layla’s
husband, the old Bedouin facilitates a
meeting between Layla and Majnun, but
they are never fully reconciled in life.
Upon death, they are buried side by
side. The story is often interpreted as an
allegory of the soul’s yearning to be
united with the divine.

3. Shah Jahan and
Mumtaz Mahal
love while at school. Their love is
observed and they are soon prevented
from seeing one another. In misery, Qays
banishes himself to the desert to live
among and be consoled by animals. He
neglects to eat and becomes emaciated.
Due to his eccentric behavior, he

Their names may largely be
unfamiliar to most people in the
West but their love produced a
monument that is famous all over
the world – Taj Mahal. Shah Jahan
and Mumtaz Mahal were Mughal
Royal couple who shared a loving
marriage until Mumtaz died while
giving birth to their 14th child. Shah

MONTHLY
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Jahan was devastated by his wife’s
death and plunged into deep grief
that affected him both emotionally
and physically. But his grief inspired
him to build one of the world’s
greatest architectural masterpieces
to serve as the final resting place of
his beloved wife.Emperor of India
from 1628 to 1658, Shah Jahan has

gone down in history for
commissioning one of history's most
spectacular buildings, the Taj Mahal,
in honor of his much beloved wife.
Shortly after completing Taj Mahal,
Shah got ill and was overthrown by
his eldest son. He spent the rest of his
life in house arrest and was buried
next to his wife. The legend has it
that he planned to build an exact
copy of Taj Mahal in black marble on
the opposite bank of the river
Yamuna but the works never started.

4. Cleopatra and Mark
Antony
The true love story of Antony and
Cleopatra is one of the most
memorable, intriguing and moving of
all times. The story of these two
historical characters had later been
dramatized by William Shakespeare
and is still staged all over the world.
The relationship of Antony and
Cleopatra is a true test of love. They
fell in love at first sight. The
relationship between these two
powerful people put the country of

11
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Egypt in a powerful position. But
smitten prince. When Salim came to
their love affair outraged the Romans know of this, he declared a war
who were wary of the growing
against his own father. But the
mighty emperor's gigantic army is
too much for the young prince to
handle. He gets defeated and is
sentenced to death. This is when
Anarkali intervenes and renounces
her love to save her beloved from the
jaws of death. She is entombed alive
in a brick wall right in front of her
lover's eyes.
powers of the Egyptians. Despite all
the threats, Anthony and Cleopatra
6. Queen Victoria and
got married. It is said that while
Prince Albert
fighting a battle against Romans,
Antony got false news of Cleopatra's This love story is about English royalty
death. Shattered, he fell on his sword. who mourned her husband's deathfor 40
years. Victoria was a lively, cheerful girl,
When Cleopatra learned about
fond
of drawing and painting. She
Antony 's death, she was shocked.
And she took her own life. Great love
demands great sacrifices.

5. Salim and Anarkali
The love story of Salim and Anarkali
is a story that every lover knows. The
son of the great Mughal emperor
Akbar, Salim, fell in love with an
ordinary but beautiful courtesan
ascended the throne of England in 1837
after
the death of her uncle, King
Anarkali. He was mesmerized by her
William IV. In 1840, she married her first
cousin, Prince Albert of Saxe-CoburgGotha. While at first Prince Albert was
unpopular in some circles because he
was German, he came to be admired for
his honesty, diligence, and his devotion
to his family. The couple had nine
children. Victoria loved her husband
deeply. She relied on his advice in
matters of state, especially in diplomacy.
beauty and fell in love as soon as he
When Albert died in 1861, Victoria was
saw her. But the emperor could not
devastated. She did not appear in public
digest the fact that his son was in
for three years. Her extended seclusion
generated considerable public criticism.
love with an ordinary courtesan. He
Several
attempts were made on
started pressurizing Anarkali and
devised all sorts of tactics o make her Victoria's life. However, under the
influence of Prime Minister Benjamin
fall in the eyes of the young, love
Disraeli, Victoria resumed public life,
www.syncmag.ca
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opening Parliament in 1866. But
Victoria never stopped mourning her
beloved prince, wearing black until her
death in 1901. During her reign, the
longest in English history, Britain
became a world power on which "the
sun never set.”

7. King Edward VIII and
Wallis Simpson
Edward, then Prince of Wales, was
introduced to Wallis Simpson in 1931,
when she was married to her second
husband; they soon began a
relationship that would rock Britain's
most prominent institutions —
Parliament, the monarchy and the
Church of England — to their cores.
Edward called Simpson, whom others
criticized as a financially unstable
social climber, "the perfect woman."
Just months after being crowned king

Valentine’s Special
the couple lived in exile in France,
where they became fixtures of café
society.

8. Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton
An actress since early childhood, the
dark haired, violet-eyed Elizabeth Taylor
has won two Best Actress Oscars (for
"Butterfield 8" in 1960 and "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" in 1966) but
is perhaps best known for her rare

beauty — and her epic love life. She has
been married a total of eight times —
twice to the same man, the actor
Richard Burton, whom she has called
"one of the two great loves of my life."
The first was the film producer Mike
Todd, who died in a plane crash in 1958.
Taylor and Burton met on the set of
"Cleopatra," when both were married to
other people; their affair soon made
headlines around the world and earned
in January 1936, after the death of his
a public rebuke from no lesser authority
father, George V, Edward proposed to
than the Vatican. Their own married life
Simpson, precipitating a huge scandal
together
was a study in extremes,
and prompting Britain's prime minister,
Stanley Baldwin, to say he would resign soaked in alcohol and characterized by a
passion that was no less intense when
if the marriage went ahead. Not
they
were fighting than when they were
wanting to push his country into an
getting along. After divorcing in 1973,
electoral crisis, but unwilling to give
they
found it impossible to stay apart
Simpson up, Edward made the decision
to abdicate the throne. In a public radio and remarried in 1975, only to break up
four months later. Barred from Burton's
address, he told the world of his love
funeral
in 1984 by his last wife, Taylor
for Simpson, saying that "I have found it
impossible to carry the heavy burden of still received legions of condolences,
honoring her and Burton's place in the
responsibility and to discharge my
pantheon of history's most celebrated
duties as King as I would wish to do
love stories.
without the help and support of the
woman I love." Married and given the
titles of Duke and Duchess of Windsor,
www.syncmag.ca
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Valentine's Day Facts
1. 141 million Valentine's Day
cards are exchanged annually,
making Valentine's Day the
second-most popular greetingcard-giving occasion.
2. Over 50 percent of all
Valentine's Day cards are
purchased in the six days prior
to the observance, making
Valentine's Day a
procrastinator's delight.
3. Research reveals that more
than half of the U.S.
population celebrates
Valentine's Day by purchasing
a greeting card.
4. More than 36 million heartshaped boxes of chocolate are
sold for Valentine's Day each
year.
5. On average, men shell out
$130 each on candy, cards,
jewelry, flowers and dates.
That’s more than double what
women commit to spending.
6. Worldwide, over 50 million
roses are given for Valentine's
Day each year.
7. Women purchase 85% of all
valentines.
8. In order of popularity,
Valentine's Day cards are given
to teachers, children, mothers,
wives, sweethearts and pets.
9. 73% of people who buy
flowers for Valentine's Day are
men, while only 27 percent are
women.
10. Men buy most of the
millions of boxes of candy and
bouquets of flowers given on
Valentine's Day.
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APPS TOKEEP YOUR LONG-DISTANCE RELATIONSHIP ALIVE

N

owadays, people who say that long-distance relationships are a no-no and
that 99% of the people who go through it don’t make it are probably people
who had nothing do to but write letters, send pictures, make phone calls and
maybe make an occasional visit every now and then.We’re not saying that longdistance relationships are easy, and they’re definitely not everyone’s cup of tea,
but with today’s technology and culture of constant connectivity, they are a bit
easier. Here are a few apps to make the distance seem much shorter:

Couple App:
This app helps couples connect through their phones by sending
pictures, sketches and everything else you can find in any other
messaging app. But what makes this one different are two features
that will have you feeling fulfilled. There’s the “Thought Bubble”,
where when you click on it, the app automatically sends a message
to your loved one letting them know you’re on their mind.Cute
right? Now listen to this second feature: Whenever you feel like
kissing your partner, all you have to do is open the “Thumb Kiss”
feature and wait for your partner to join. Once you’re both live on
the page, just place your thumb on the screen and your thumbprint
is automatically transmitted to your partner’s phone. Wait for your
partner to do the same. When he places his thumb over your
thumbprint, in exactly one second the screen turns red and
vibrates. There you have it, this means you just kissed.If you think Coming soon!
this sounds a bit corny, wait til your loved one is out of town and We all know how nights can get lonely, especially when you
know your loved one is way across town the planet.
then you’ll feel the butterflies!
Keep an eye out for this baby. Not only can you be in contact
with your loved ones during the day, but you can have them
right there, where they’re supposed to be, at night.
Here is how it works:
Both partners each have a ring that you wear to bed – just
make sure you’re connected to the app. Automatically, you
will receive his/her heartbeat and they will receive yours.
Just plug in your headphones or the pillow speaker and as
soon as your partner goes to sleep you can hear his heartbeat
loud and clear as if he’s right there.

Pillow Talk:

TapTap Wristband:
Now this is insane. The TapTap wristband is a new technology
created to make couples feel closer with just one tap. They are sold
in twos, one for you and one for your loved ones. All you have to do is
tap on the wrist band and automatically your partner will feel a
vibration. Genius, right? After you download the app, you’ll connect
both parties to each other, and that’s it. Whenever that loved one
comes to mind, remember he’s just a tap away. The cool thing about
this band is that is can stay up to 7 days without being charged.
www.syncmag.ca
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New Age Rules For

A Happy Marriage
1. Time-Out

3. Individual Accounts

While there are many couples who
like to resolve their issues before
calling it a night, even if it keeps them
up till the wee hours, many
relationship experts say that
sometimes it’s probably a good idea
to sleep over your issues. This way,
you can calm down, re-think your
stand and not make a decision in
haste. Same goes for your spouse.

Many relationship consolers have said
that financial issues are a major cause
for breakdown of marriages,
especially among today’s independent
lot. It may seem like a good idea to
maintain separate bank accounts
instead of the traditional joint ones.
While some may consider this a
breach of trust, it seems like a logical
way to ensure control over your
finances.

4. Don’t Shop Together
Let’s face it—most men hate
shopping. They may tag along
because of the incessant begging or
complaining, but isn’t it better when
your shopping buddy is someone
who enjoys shopping as well. The
next time you are in the mood to
splurge, get one of your friends to tag
along, who likes to shop and doesn’t
mind the long hours.

2. Holiday Apart
You don’t need to go everywhere
together—it’s not like you are
attached at the hip. Unless you’re on
your honeymoon, it’s okay to holiday
apart. Your interests may not match
and you may not want to visit the
same places. In such cases, it’s better
to holiday with your friends; just like
it were a bachelorette, rather than
spending money on a vacation where
one partner is unhappy. That will ruin
the others mood too.

www.syncmag.ca
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5. Socialize Separately
Many couples have a set of common
friends, but it isn’t necessary to
abandon the friends that you have
known before marriage. In fact,
having different sets of friends will
give both of you some space in the
relationship. Often, you should let
your husband party with his friends,
especially when there is a good match
on TV, and this way you can make it a
date with your girlfriends.

6. Share Household
Chores
Women work hard too, so why
should we be expected to do all the
household chores or confine ourselves
to the kitchen once we’re home after a
long day of work. As a couple, you
should take turns to do household
chores like cooking, cleaning and
washing the utensils, or atleast offer
to help instead of one person toiling
away.

7. Respect ‘Me Time’
It’s healthy to spend time by yourself
once in a while and you don’t have to
feel guilty about it. Many relationship
experts say that doing things for
yourself often leads to a happier
relationship.
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MINGLE. NETWORK. PARTY. REPEAT
Date of Event Friday 24th January
Recognized as one of the World’s Top Tourist
Destinations, Kuala Lumpur isn’t too shy off being the
City that Never Sleeps, well known for its vibrant
Night Life and Year Round Entertainment.
Last Friday Night at THE ROOF, one of KL’s latest Hot
Spots featuring five different venues within had the
floors packed with some of Malaysia’s most
Gorgeous Women, Celebrities, local and international
Entertainers for the FHM’s Most Wanted Women’s’
Party. When the queue at the entrance runs a mile
long before 11p.m, (the usual time for most people to
be exiting the house) it’s bound to be a BIG NIGHT
and it surely was!
The extravagantly stunning FHM Ladies were
definitely the core of the attention but the heart
pounding entertainment fell nothing short. KL’s own
Super Model DJ, Patricia Sue-Lin warmed up the
decks with her signature tech and vocal house tracks!
The Highlight of the night however was the

International Act, Half American Half Japanese, all
the way from San Francisco, California, a star studded
universal name among the Female DJ Industry
playing alongside with renowned names such as ATB
and Cosmic Gate, DJ Miki Taka! Her 4th time in
Malaysia, the person behind her continuous callbacks can’t go untold, and that is the Man who has
extricated himself within the Entertainment Industry,
setting an avenue of Female Artists performances,
Gary Leow, C.E.O and Founder of his palatial triumph,
Red Fusion Asia! Starting his endeavours of touring
with International Female acts within Malaysia, it
didn’t take Gary long to venture out to all around
Asia, including China, Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore,
Philippines, Hong Kong and Indonesia. Gary Leow
along with his Company Red Fusion Asia capturing his
niche in the entertainment Industry is a name not to
be forgotten and is not bound to slow down anytime
soon!
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KUALA LUMPUR’ NIGHT LIFE CEASES TO ASTONISH
Re-Defining one of Europeans Ancient Cultural
celebrations, PUBCRAWLING! Dating from as far back as
1915 where it first started simply defined as a drinking
session that moves from one licensed premises to the next.
Participants arrange to meet at a certain location, and insync move on to allocated spots with the ideology behind it
accustomed to meet new people or usually based around
occasions such as birthdays or farewells.
With its origin being from UK, it magnified all over Europe
and US, innovating into themes and activities, with
numbers of masses increasing to set records.
‘World’s Biggest Pub-crawl’ which is held annually in
Australia holds the Guinness World Record for the largest
pub crawl setting the record of 4,718 participants on June
14, 2009. A Worldwide sensation, this festivity has acquired
a celebratory stature.
Danish Brothers, Omar and Jonas Chelbet, both Online
Marketing specialists with their experience of the activity
and seeing its potential in the Entertainment Hub of
Malaysia, the capital, Kuala Lumpur had no idea how BIG
this was going to be when they first started the first and
Official Kuala Lumpur’s Pub Crawl in October 2012.
In the city where uniqueness in entertainment is always
longed for by the public, it did not take long for them to
become vastly popular only via social networking on
Facebook. Word spread like fire, loyal weekly groups
increased to the point they had to hire more guides and
www.syncmag.ca
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from barely a 100 followers on Facebook that number
rapidly increased to well over a 1,000 people in no time!
From expats and locals of the city, to the universal travel
site, TripAdvisor, The Kuala Lumpur Pubcrawl became one
of the Entertainment Highlights for Tourists especially from
Europe beside it being a weekly activity for the residents.
A revolutionary twist of purpose from not just being a fun
activity but a profound networking platform for
professionals to meet informally, get to know each other
on a friendly level only to draw out mutually potential
opportunities.
All year round, and even on occasions like Christmas and
New Years, The Official Kuala Lumpur Pub Crawl does not
cease to run, EVER! Themes are set, Guides are in place and
ever ready to show you a good time around.
For the constant up rise in Malaysia’s Tourism, for
youngsters, couples or anyone of ages above 18 (NonMuslims), this should always be a highlighted activity you
wouldn’t want to miss.
Their Facebook Page is
https://www.facebook.com/KualaLumpurpubcrawl where
all news and information can be found.
Whenever in Kuala Lumpur and especially if there by
yourself, drop by to see the Danish Duo in person,
experience an unforgettable night of fun and fiesta with a
bunch of people you’ll surely always be connected with .
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Berger Vogue 2014
ENNZ Fashion Show!!
Vision Events: Ali Malik
Photo Credits: Qamar Anwar
Choreographed: Rezz Aly Shah
Jewelry by: Nosheen Aamir
~ENNZ~ Designer Jewelry - at
Marriott Islamabad.
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MOST ANTICIPATED GAMES OF 2014
2013 brought with it a wealth of fantastic new games like the PlayStation 4 and the Xbox One, along with
Grand Theft Auto V - the most successful game launch of all time and we're definitely feeling a little spoiled,
but the year is over and gamers are already hungry for more. Luckily the release schedule for 2014 already
boasts some exciting and enticing titles - both new installments in well-loved franchises and brand new IPs
for the new console generation. Some of these are sequels that we've waited years for, others stood out thanks
to eye-popping trailers and others are just too ambitious to ignore. Find out which games you should be
keeping an eye out for next year in our list of the few Most Anticipated Games of 2014.
Watch Dogs
Taking the prize for the most topical premise of 2014, Watch Dogs is
an open world hack-'em-up set in an alternative version of Chicago,
where everything that uses electricity is hooked up to a central
operating system, simply called the CtOS. An unfortunate side effect
of this is that anyone who can hack into the CtOS can effectively play
god - and they don't have to play nice.Vigilante Aiden Pearce carries
a gun, but the most powerful weapon at his disposal is his
smartphone. Taking on the role of Aiden, the player can manipulate
the world around them - from traffic lights to security systems - and
use this talent to help others or achieve personal wealth and power.
The lesson to take away from this is that iPhones are eventually
going to take over the world.Release date: Spring 2014 for PC,
PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Wii U and Xbox One.

Halo 5
Following the initial reveal of the Xbox One at an event in May,
Microsoft finally got around to showcasing games for its new
console at its press conference during E3 2013. No one was
entirely sure what to expect from the event, but a newHalo game,
especially after the recent launch of Halo 4, was not something that
many gamers planned for.The official reveal trailer utilized some
misdirection to keep watchers guessing the identity of the title –
effectively concealing Master Chief in a robe for a majority of the
footage – but the second the fragmented clothing blew off, fans
became excited. While Microsoft has refused to call the new game
Halo 5, the '2014' that appeared at the end of the cinematic teaser
was more than enough to have us excited for a next-gen Halo later
this year. Release date: 2014 for the Xbox One.

Thief
Fans of the original Thief games have been watching the development of
Eidos-Montréal's reboot with understandable trepidation, and the studio
itself has seemed torn between trying to please the loyal fanbase whilst also
trying evolve the game by drawing on elements from more recent stealth
games like Dishonored.The promise of seeing Garrett the master thief back
in action is enough to keep our interest in Thief high, but this game isn't a
sure bet and there are a lot of mixed feelings towards it already. We're
keeping our fingers crossed, though - what's life without a little larceny?
Release date: February 25, 2014 for the Xbox One, PS4 and PC.
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The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt
More monster hunting with Geralt of Rivia? Tak proszę, CD
Projekt RED. Boasting an open world 30 times larger than that
of The Witcher 2: Assassin of Kings, built on the brand new
REDengine 3, The Wild Hunt promises more of the beautiful
and deep open world that fans of the series have come to
expect.The third chapter of The Witcher also brings the series
full circle, with Geralt once again called upon to confront the
terrifying King of the Wild Hunt. The Witcher games are pretty
plot heavy so we recommend playing through the first two
again for a refresher - or playing them for the first time if you
haven't already. Release date: Late 2014 for PC, Xbox One
Destiny
and PS4.
There isn't exactly a shortage of sci-fi shooters on the market,
but Halo developers Bungie originally caught our eye with a
swathe of gorgeous concept art for Destiny, a massive new
project for the studio that's had a lot of energy poured into
piecing it together.Pick a class, choose your weapons and
find some friends for this multiplayer-oriented futuristic
universe full of shooty adventures. Destiny is entering a
highly competitive field but Bungie believes that this
ambitious new IP has what it takes to shine in the new
generation, and the enthusiasm is kind of contagious.
Release date: September 9, 2014 for the PS3, PS4, Xbox
360, and Xbox One.

Titanfall
Probably the best trailer for Respawn Entertainment's
Titanfallwas last summer's action movie blockbuster Pacific Rim,
which reminded everyone that climbing inside a giant mech and
engaging in hugely destructive battles will never not be cool.The
titans of Titanfall come in a number of different classes and are
only the main feature of a game that also includes parkour and jet
packs. The player is placed in the shoes of a "pilot" who can run
around in their squishy human form or turn the enemy's
resources against them by hijacking a titan and adding a whole
lot of reach and power to their punches. Release date: March 11,
2014 for PC, Xbox One and Xbox 360

Super Smash Bros
It's a roster of heroes the likes of which have never before been
united in one game: Mario, Luigi, Link, Zelda, Mega Man, the
Animal Crossing Villager, the Wii Fit trainer and many more. You'd
better get ready to brawl, because the characters of Super Smash
Bros are looking to get into the fray.Nintendo's dual-release
fighting game definitely looks like a must-buy for Wii U and 3DS
owners. For starters, it's the only game release of 2014 where
you'll see a bright yellow electric mouse going toe-to-toe with a
pink puff ball. Barring any surprise announcements at E3, of
course. Release date: Fall 2014 for Wii U and 3DS.
www.syncmag.ca
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THE 2014 Oscar nominations have been announced. The final winners will be
revealed on March 2. See the full nominations list below:

NOMINEES FOR THE 86TH OSCARS
Actor in a Leading Role

Ÿ Christian Bale in “American Hustle”
Ÿ Bruce Dern in “Nebraska”
Ÿ Leonardo DiCaprio in “The Wolf of Wall

Street”

Ÿ Chiwetel Ejiofor in “12 Years a Slave”
Ÿ Matthew McConaughey in “Dallas Buyers

Club”

Actor in a Supporting
Role
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Barkhad Abdi in “Captain Phillips”
Bradley Cooper in “American Hustle”
Michael Fassbender in “12 Years a Slave”
Jonah Hill in “The Wolf of Wall Street”
Jared Leto in “Dallas Buyers Club”
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Actress in a Leading Role
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Amy Adams in “American Hustle”
Cate Blanchett in “Blue Jasmine”
Sandra Bullock in “Gravity”
Judi Dench in “Philomena”
Meryl Streep in “August: Osage County”

Actress in a Supporting
Role
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Sally Hawkins in “Blue Jasmine”
Jennifer Lawrence in “American Hustle”
Lupita Nyong’o in “12 Years a Slave”
Julia Roberts in “August: Osage County”
June Squibb in “Nebraska”

Animated Feature Film

Ÿ “The Croods” Chris Sanders, Kirk DeMicco

and Kristine Belson

Ÿ “Despicable Me 2” Chris Renaud, Pierre

Coffin and Chris Meledandri

Ÿ “Ernest & Celestine” Benjamin Renner and

Didier Brunner

Ÿ “Frozen” Chris Buck, Jennifer Lee and

Peter Del Vecho

Ÿ “The Wind Rises” Hayao Miyazaki and

Toshio Suzuki

Directing
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

“American Hustle” David O. Russell
“Gravity” Alfonso Cuarón
“Nebraska” Alexander Payne
“12 Years a Slave” Steve McQueen
“The Wolf of Wall Street” Martin Scorsese
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Music (Original Score)
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

“The Book Thief” John Williams
“Gravity” Steven Price
“Her” William Butler and Owen Pallett
“Philomena” Alexandre Desplat
“Saving Mr. Banks” Thomas Newman

Music (Original Song)

Ÿ “Alone Yet Not Alone” from “Alone Yet
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Not Alone”
Music by Bruce Broughton; Lyric by Dennis
Spiegel
“Happy” from “Despicable Me 2”
Music and Lyric by Pharrell Williams
“Let It Go” from “Frozen”
Music and Lyric by Kristen AndersonLopez and Robert Lopez
“The Moon Song” from “Her”
Music by Karen O; Lyric by Karen O and
Spike Jonze
“Ordinary Love” from “Mandela: Long
Walk to Freedom”.Music by Paul Hewson,
Dave Evans, Adam Clayton and Larry
Mullen; Lyric by Paul Hewson

Best Picture

Ÿ “American Hustle” Charles Roven, Richard

Suckle, Megan Ellison and Jonathan
Gordon, Producers
Ÿ “Captain Phillips” Scott Rudin, Dana

Brunetti and Michael De Luca, Producers

Ÿ “Dallas Buyers Club” Robbie Brenner and

Rachel Winter, Producers

Ÿ “Gravity” Alfonso Cuarón and David

Heyman, Producers

Ÿ “Her” Megan Ellison, Spike Jonze and

Vincent Landay, Producers

Ÿ “Nebraska” Albert Berger and Ron Yerxa,

Producers

Ÿ “Philomena” Gabrielle Tana, Steve

Coogan and Tracey Seaward, Producers

Ÿ “12 Years a Slave” Brad Pitt, Dede

Gardner, Jeremy Kleiner, Steve McQueen
and Anthony Katagas, Producers
Ÿ “The Wolf of Wall Street” Nominees to be
determined

Production Design

Ÿ “American Hustle” Production Design:

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Judy Becker; Set Decoration: Heather
Loeffler
“Gravity” Production Design: Andy
Nicholson; Set Decoration: Rosie Goodwin
and Joanne Woollard
“The Great Gatsby” Production Design:
Catherine Martin; Set Decoration:
Beverley Dunn
“Her” Production Design: K.K. Barrett; Set
Decoration: Gene Serdena
“12 Years a Slave” Production Design:
Adam Stockhausen; Set Decoration: Alice
Baker
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REEL REVIEW

DEDH
ISHQIYA
T

o steal jewelry or a woman’s heart –
now, that is the question!

"Dedh Ishqiya", one of the most probable,
unconventional new-age sequels from
Bollywood, is a hard movie to categorize:
it is a lumpy, sharp-tasting mix of
emotions that’s immaculately written,
directed and acted – and yet isn’t
remarkable. The opening, with the black
screen voice over story about a female
parrot that corrupts a pair of ‘maulvi’
parrots, is the perfect clincher; it
seamlessly re-links "Dedh" to "Ishqiya"
without missing as much as a beat or the
franchise’s intrinsic sensibility about
women turning men against each other.
We don’t need the blank screen to cut and
reveal where Babban (Arshad Warsi), is –
or with whom. Left at the mercy of
Mushtaq (Salman Shahid, screen-chewing
excellent), a recurring boss, Babban pleads
his way out by brokering a deal to find
Khalujan aka Iftikhar (Naseeruddin Shah)
who scooted when their last heist went
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bad. (Mushtaq’s reasoning for letting them
go time and again is a perfect patch to
"Ishqiya’s" last scene).
The India that director/co-writer Abhishek
Chaubey fleshes out is something out of an
old art-house movie: a place between now
and yesterday that’s antiquated and rustic.
Despite being set today, this place is a lost
haven, where light spills and reflects from
windows and doors, illuminating big
vacant rooms and full-sized beds that went
out of vogue as soon as the "angaraiz"
went their way (that is, unless one visits
old heritage hotels that function as tourist
attractions). The Nawab’s widow is Begum
Para (Madhuri Dixit-Nene), and is, for a
lack of a better word, a stunner. Her aide,
Muniya (Huma Quraishi), is zesty and
assertive. Babban, traces Iftikhar to
Mahmudabad and is immediately
fascinated by Muniya, while his
“khalujan” is here for love and not money
(there’s an open backstory that gives him a
flickering of a reason to come here).
Begum Para, meanwhile, has another
suitor – not counting the extras, amongst
whom one recognizes a few well-known
poets. That man is Jaan Mohammad (Vijay
Raaz), a local hoodlum with a layered
agenda. As the running time expands,
interest starts dipping here and there (esp.
during the pre-and-post intermission
minutes). Logic lapses a few times as well,
but without flashing a spotlighting on
itself. For every dip, there are saves. A riproaring climax, and the dastardly, venal

disposition of the key players makes
"Dedh Ishqiya" a fresh, if not original,
movie in a sea of seen-it-all-before capers.
However their counterparts, Muniya and
Begum Para, are a different story.
Regardless of casting Ms. Quraishi and
Ms. Dixit-Nene as very serious people in a
conflicting emotional predicament, the
scope of their personalities and

sentimentalities is less than that of Vidya
Balan’s jilted wife in "Ishqiya".
Co-writer/Producer Vishal Bharadwaj
(also the music director), in spite of the
shortcomings (which includes a lackluster
soundtrack), has a better motion picture in
"Dedh Ishqiya". A "Dhai" (two and a half)
is more than welcome – and sooner, rather
than later.
"Dedh Ishqiya" is rate A for scenes of
simulated sex, crude language, profanity,
itchy trigger fingers, and – inexplicably –
no deaths. The movie would function just
as well without the ‘A’ rating.
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Rumors
Khloe Kardashian

Has It!

American TV star Khloe Kardashian will be one of the guest judges on ‘RuPaul’s
Drag Race’, a reality show. The ‘Keeping Up With the Kardashians’ star said that it
is a dream come true for her to be on the judging panel and is excited to work with
RuPaul, host and mentor on the show. The new season will also have a distinctly
musical feel with former ‘American Idol’ judge Paula Abdul also appearing as a
guest judge alongside Adam Lambert.

Kareena Kapoor
Kareena Kapoor transforms into Maharashtrian
Mulgi. The actress who has so far not done too
many makeover characters is all set to get into the
skin of her character in Rohit Shetty’s ‘Singham 2′.
The role is that of a middle class Maharashtrian
woman opposite her cop-hero Ajay Devgn and
would require Kareena not only to dress but also
talk like a typical Maharashtrian woman from the
suburbs. Kareena starts shooting for ‘Singham 2′
in March.

Parineeti Chopra
Nation Award winning actress Parineeti Chopra has not been signed opposite
superstar Shah Rukh Khan. Though ever since the announcement of Shah Rukh
Khan’s ‘Fan’, there were reports that Parineeti Chopra was signed as the lead
opposite King Khan. Rumours started catching heat especially after it was
announced that ‘Fan’ would be directed by Maneesh Sharma. Since the
filmmaker’s last two films – Shuddh Desi Romance and Ladies v/s Ricky Bahl –
have both featured Parineeti while producer Aditya Chopra too has shown great
faith in the young woman’s talent, it seemed like a given that Parineeti would now
get her chance and graduate to the Shah Rukh starrer.
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Miley Cyrus
Pop star Miley Cyrus hit back at critics, who apparently branded her ‘ugly lesbian’ on
social networking sites. The 21-year-old singer recently took to Twitter to urge people not
to call her ugly. “I get called an ugly lesbian a lot more than one would think. Or maybe not.
Can you at least call me an interesting lesbian. I hate the ‘U’ word,” Cyrus tweeted.
Soon after her tweet, the ‘Wrecking Ball’ hitmaker, who has been making headlines for
her controversies, received compliments from many of her fans.

Madhuri Dixit And Shriram Nene

Bollywood actress Madhuri Dixit-Nene and husband Shriram Nene have sent a
letter to Kolhapur MLA Vinay Kore requesting him to ensure relocation of elephant
Sunder to a sanctuary.The letter was sent by the Nene couple to Kore on behalf of
People for Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), an organisation that looks after
the well being of animals.

Shakira
The ‘Hips Don’t Lie’ hitmaker Shakira said her new
track ‘Can’t Remember To Forget You’ which also
features singer Rihanna will be out on March 25.
The Colombian pop artist however refrained from
divulging further details on her new album, even
keeping the name of the album unrevealed.

Robin Thicke
Singer Robin Thicke gave a homeless woman USD 33 on his way to the Manchester
Arena where he was supporting Maroon 5′s European tour. The bundled-up fan was all
smiles when the 36-year-old Grammy-nominated singer even took time to pose for a
photo, reported E! online.
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5 Reasons Why “Radiant Orchid”
is the Hue of 2014

R

ecently the Global colour authority Pantone entitled “Radiant Orchid” as 2014’s
colour of the year! The colour is best described as being a purple hue with pink
and fuchsia colour elements present in it. Here are 5 reasons why this hue was
chosen to be the ‘it’ colour of 2014!

1. One of the main reasons why Pantone selected this colour
was simply because it was eye-catching and aesthetically
pleasing! It believed that the colour had potential for creativity
and makes a perfect style statement.

2. As a Colour, “Radiant Orchid” is extremely vibrant and has
the ability to make any accessory stand out. Since this colour is
extremely vibrant and rich, it makes an ideal outfit to wear for any occasion!

3. With this colour you can dress according to the terms of your imagination, since it
is at the end of the day a funky colour! You could club this
coloured outfit with any accessory! Some really cool
accessories you could team up with this look are bold
studs, metallic finished jewelry and of course dark bold
coated leather bags!

4. Another reason why this colour is so popular, is because
it makes its wearer feel good and positive about wearing it!
It is funky, trendy and vibrant. In addition, wearing this
colour to an occasion, gives you an advantage of standing
out!

5. The last reason why this colour was chosen as the “it”
colour of the year was because it is a blend of fuchsia,
purple and pink undertones. It symbolizes health, joy and
love!
www.syncmag.ca
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PARIS FASHION WEEK 2014
Paris Fashion Week is one of the most anticipated fashion events of the year. Recently we were
able to see a lot of new creations by famous designers presented in a series of shows in the
French capital. What’s also interesting to be noticed is that the new fashion shows tend to be
“shows” by themselves. There are a lot of elements present that do not necessarily constitute
the subject of fashion design, the set and decor for example. We are featuring few designers
from the show in our report.

Elie Saab:
For the past successive seasons, Elie Saab got stuck to a certain success
equation that worked its magic for the Lebanese-born brand especially on the
red carpets, but got a bit dull on the catwalk. However, in his Spring/Summer
2014 Collection showcased during the latest Paris Fashion Week, Saab
seemed to be aware of that monotonous path he has been taking for a long
while.The signature belted sleek dresses and monochrome gowns
embellished with same-color embroideries still made strong presence during
the show, but seeing ombre hues, floral soft prints and crepe chiffon daring
gowns with sexy slits was somewhat uplifting and revealing of new creations
yet to come in the next collections.

VALENTINO'S ENCYCLOPEDIC COUTURE OPUS:
An incredible hand-painted set with butterflies and foliage met guests at
Valentino's encyclopedic couture show, thanks a to collaboration with Rome
Opera House. Valentino can always be counted on to produce the most
archetypally couture show of the season. Here, their army of indefatigable
Italian seamstresses the "petits mains" spent sometimes up to 2,500 hours of
embroidery time on just one garment. And it showed in the delicacy of the
gowns.
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Jean Paul Gaultier
“Life is a butterfly! So all the collection is that!” explained Jean Paul
Gaultier during a preview on the eve of his couture show, which used
the simple metaphor and seemingly single idea to build a collection
that proved to be brimming with playful reinterpretations of those
winged beauties and rich with inventive technique and craftsmanship.
Gaultier always makes for one of the most exciting couture shows of
the season, admired in equal measure for their celebrity appearances
as for the endearing positive energy the designer personally exudes.
The best looks, like one single orange coral butterfly blouse whose
little organza ruffles seemed to flutter, were often the simplest.

Chanel's Couture Sports Club
At Karl Lagerfeld's dazzling "Cambon Club" show, he boldly mixed the
couture designs associated with Coco Chanel's fashion empire at 31
rue Cambon, with a youthful sporty kick. Pearly chiffon, satin silk,
fastidious embroideries, sequins and sculpted corsets met with —
gasp — sneakers, sporty white cropped boleros, fanny packs and
silver knee pads. Models even ran down the steps that led onto a bright
crystalline stage, sometimes skipping. Lagerfeld said he wanted the
sneakers to "bring couture back to reality." And in that he succeeded
with panache.
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Giorgio Armani's Soothing Couture
Iconic Italian actress Claudia Cardinale was among the old faithful at
the Giorgio Armani Prive couture show.
The exhaustive 54-look-strong collection had a vintage feel with head
silk wraps that sometimes glistened with embroidered jewels. They
endowed the slow walking models with a nostalgic, Hollywood
glamour.
But Armani, who has been going ethnic of late, chose to go East this
spring-summer with the rest of his collection. Flat Asian necklines
defined silken jackets, as twisted Thai-style check belts and scarves
and long pleated pants filed by. While deep indigos colors glistened in
the — signature — thick sumptuous jacquards.

Dior's Deceptively Simple Couture
Raf Simons took his foot off the intellectual pedal for his Christian Dior
spring-summer 2014 couture show Monday. The result? One of the
best, and most archetypally "couture" collections in seasons. Layers,
transparencies, abstract scoops and elliptical cutouts gave a
diaphanous, weightless feel to silhouettes that literally floated by.
See-through paper-like holes provided — very slightly — a hidden,
voyeuristic sensuality.
The plain, white cave-like decor, meanwhile, curved to evoke the
idealized female form, and subtly echoed this sensuality.
Gone were the ambitious, myriad flower arrangements of previous
seasons, as was the bustling garden imagery in the clothes; and in the
place of the rainbow color palette was simple white, pastels and dark
ink blue.
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Sri Lanka Told To
'prepare Stadiums
For Asia Cup’

Sync-Sports
DOHA: Sri Lanka has been asked to get its stadiums ready to host the 2014 Asia Cup
as the Asian Cricket Council (ACC) does not believe the tournament will be able to take
place in Bangladesh, Dawn.com has learnt.The biennial event is scheduled from
February 25 to March 8 but political unrest in Bangladesh, that has seen nearly 150
deaths in the last few months, has cast a shadow over it being hosted in the country.
The West Indies Under-19s were forced to return home after a blast near their hotel last
month while the Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) had also shown reservations over
touring Bangladesh due to its strained relationship at board and government level.
Although the ACC approved Bangladesh as the hosts in a meeting earlier this month,
the body has asked Sri Lanka to have its venues prepared in the event of a late change
of hosts, according to a senior ACC official.“The event is still over a month away so we
have a bit of time to assess the situation,” “Though it’s routine to have a contingency
plan for every event, it’s looking unlikely that the Asia Cup will take place in Bangladesh
if the situation stays as it is. Pakistan’s strained relationship at government level – and
providing extra security for the team – will also become a huge factor.“There are a
couple of meetings that will take place between now and the Asia Cup but the Sri
Lankan board has been told to prepare its stadiums as the event will be moved there in
all likelihood.”

ZURICH: Cristiano Ronaldo has won the FIFA Ballon d'Or award for 2013, ending
Lionel Messi's four-year run as the world's best player.Ronaldo scored 69 goals for
Real Madrid and Portugal last year, and his stunning hat trick against Sweden in a
decisive World Cup playoff was perhaps the defining individual performance. ''There
are no words to describe this moment,'' said Ronaldo, who was sobbing in tears after
he accepting the trophy with his young son, also named Cristiano, beside him on
stage.He defeated Barcelona's Messi and France winger Franck Ribery, who helped
Bayern Munich to a sweep of major titles.Voting was done by national team captains
and coaches, plus selected journalists, in FIFA's 209 member countries.Ronaldo
rolled back his head and closed his eyes, smiling, when Brazil great Pele, after a
dramatic pause and smile, read out his name. He kissed his girlfriend, model Irina
Shayk, before going up to the stage. Ronaldo had to wait five years since first winning
the award as a Manchester United player, and was heavily favored after FIFA
extended the balloting deadline beyond the World Cup playoffs in November and
allowed voters to change preferences.
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GRENOBLE, France: Fans of Michael Schumacher gathered Friday for a silent vigil for
the Formula One legend's 45th birthday as he lay in a coma in a French hospital after a
weekend skiing accident. Ferrari, which is bussing in scores of fans from Italy and
France to the hospital in the Alpine city of Grenoble, put a special message on its
website, saying “Forza Michael,” or “Go Michael” in Italian.“He is tackling the most
important fight of his life and therefore we want to send him very special wishes,” said
Schumacher's old team, as similar messages poured in from around the world.
German former tennis ace Boris Becker wished his compatriot “Happy Birthday” on
Twitter, adding “Fight Schumi” in a German hashtag. The retired seven-time world
champion slammed his head against a rock on Sunday while skiing in the French Alps
and has had two operations to remove bleeding and pressure on his brain. The
accident shocked legions of fans used to seeing Schumacher cheat death on the race
track.He is being kept in an induced coma and in the latest health update given by his
manager on Wednesday, his condition was described as stable but still critical.His
family is at his side, including his wife Corinna, his two teenage children, his father Rolf
and brother Ralph, who is also a racing driver.

